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Van Manen Petroleum Group is a petroleum distribution
company specializing in commercial fleet fueling
services, bulk fuel supply, and comprehensive lubricant
solutions for industrial, commercial, and agricultural
use. It has served the greater Grand Rapids area and
Western Michigan since 1952.

Challenge
Van Manen needed a way to efficiently and reliably monitor its 254 tanks
across 90 customers. It sought a tank monitoring solution to help optimize
delivery schedules and ensure customer satisfaction.

Solution
Liquid product scheduling

Applications
Centeron wireless tank monitors
Centeron WebView™

Customer Benefits
• More efficient deliveries
• Lower dispatching costs
• Quicker response times

Solution
The company selected the Schneider Electric Centeron wireless tank
monitoring system for most of its tanks, which significantly streamlines the
delivery process and reduces fuel costs through more efficient deliveries.
Centeron helps dispatchers minimize total costs while maximizing asset
utilization, resulting in better use of capacity and increased revenue.
The tank monitoring devices provide superior radio strength and reliability.
They are rated intrinsically safe, UL and CAN/CSA certified, and are
approved for use in flammable liquids.
The system also included Centeron WebView, a powerful, secure Webbased inventory and delivery management solution that provides up-to-date
inventory statuses to support best delivery and supply decisions. It includes
robust delivery planning and performance tools designed to help more
efficiently manage processes.
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The Bottom Line
Due to Van Manen’s high volume customers, tanks must be monitored every
hour. For instance, one customer is located in a busy area that attracts large
amounts of traffic, families and children. For everyone’s safety, Van Manen
schedules drivers to deliver late at night or in the very early morning when
there are few visitors.
“We need to monitor that inventory very closely so our driver can maximize
the tank space,” explained Henry Oosterhouse, director of operations at
Van Manen Petroleum Group. “Their tank only holds one or two days of
inventory, so we need current delivery numbers every hour. We worked with
the Schneider Electric team to make sure that could happen.”

“Without Centeron, we’d be in a
world of hurt!”
- Henry Oosterhouse, director of operations
at Van Manen Petroleum Group

Oosterhouse stressed the importance of having a dynamic monitoring
system. “Without Centeron, we’d be in a world of hurt! We need something
that’s dynamic, that updates at least every hour or even more frequently as
we get close to dispatching,” he said.
As an example, Oosterhouse recalled a recent price war among area gas
stations. “One site raised their gas price 35 cents and the other did not, so
the one that didn’t raise their price was going through inventory two times
faster than they normally do,” he said. “You better believe that if we didn’t
have a dynamic way of monitoring that inventory, there’s no way we could’ve
kept up with the customer.”
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